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Ankle fractures with posterior malleolar (PM)
involvement are not uncommon and have been
reported up to 44%.[1-4] It is generally accepted that a
PM fracture involving the one-quarter to one-third
of the distal tibial articular surface and displacement
of more than 2 mm necessitates surgical fixation.[5]
However, recent clinical and experimental studies
have shown that the fixation of the PM fracture
regardless of its size provides significant stability
to the ankle.[6-8] Thus, routine fixation of all PM
fractures gained acceptance among surgeons.[9]
Various techniques can be used for PM fixation,
such as indirect reduction and screw fixation from
the anterior approach, trans-fibular reduction and
screw fixation, direct reduction and fixation from
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ABSTRACT
Objectives: This study aims to determine the secure location and
angle of the most distal screw during posterior malleolar (PM)
fracture fixation.
Materials and methods: This prospective study was performed on
September 15, 2019. Distal tibial concave articular depth and PM
inclination angle were measured on 100 (50 male and 50 female)
dry tibia bones using a digital caliper. A comparative analysis
between male and female tibias was performed.

Results: Anteroposterior width of male tibia (38.3±3.1 mm) was
wider than female tibia (35.3±3.2 mm) (p:<0.001). Mediolateral
length of the male tibia (44.8±3.5 mm) was longer than female
tibia (42.7±3.4 mm) (p:0.003). Male tibial joint (5.4±0.7 mm)
was deeper than that of female (4.7±0.3 mm) (p:<0.001). The PM
inclination angle was higher in male tibia (18.0±1.5°) than female
tibia (15.4±1.3°) (p:<0.001).
Conclusion: If a screw placement parallel to the joint surface is
desired, the screw insertion should be located 6 mm and 5 mm
superior to the distal edge of the PM rim in males and females,
respectively. If a more distal screw is required, the screw should be
inserted in at least 18° and 15° anterosuperior direction for males
and females, respectively.
Keywords: Anatomy, fracture, posterior malleolus, screw fixation,
tibia.

a posterolateral approach, and direct reduction
and fixation from a posteromedial approach.[5]
Each of these techniques has some advantages and
disadvantages over the other. In anteroposterior
(AP) fixation, the reduction is achieved without
visual inspection, and the lag screws are placed
from the anterior cortex under fluoroscopic control
towards posterior cortex. In this technique, small
fragments may not be adequately fixed. However,
in posterior approach, the reduction can be visually
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monitored, and anatomic reduction can be achieved.
Furthermore, it has been shown that posterior plate
and screw fixation is biomechanically superior to
anterior screw fixation.[10,11] Therefore, posterior
fixation technique is advocated in PM fracture
fixation.[12]
The distal tibia has a concave articular surface
with a slight posterior slope. The PM rim is more
inferior to the anterior tibial rim. Because of this
anatomic structure, there is a risk of joint penetration
of screws in posterior fixations. On the other hand,
there is no practical guideline to prevent screw
penetration to the articular cartilage during the
posterior fixation of PM fractures. In other words,
to our knowledge, no anatomic study has been
conducted to ensure safe screwing for this region
up to date. Therefore, in this study, we aimed to
determine the secure location and angle of the most
distal screw during PM fracture fixation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This prospective study was conducted in Akdeniz
University, Medical Faculty, Department of Clinical
Anatomy on September 15, 2019. All dry tibia bones
stored in the institution’s archive were screened. Any
bone that lost its distal joint integrity, or had deformity
due to any reason (such as a fracture or congenital
lesion) were excluded. A total of 100 (50 male and
50 female) dry tibia bones were selected from the
archive and used for measurements. The study
protocol was approved by the Akdeniz University,
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Medical Faculty Ethics Committee (Approval date
and issue: 28 August 2019/792).
All measurements were performed using a digital
caliper (Mitutoyo Corp., Tokyo, Japan) with 0.01 mm
accuracy. First, the widest part of the distal joint
surface of the tibia was found on the AP axis. A
second line was drawn through the middle of first
line and at an angle of 90° on the coronal plane.
The center of the concave distal tibial joint was
determined (Figure 1). The depth of the joint was
measured by drawing a line from the intersection
of the two axes, center point, to the joint surface. An
imaginary line was drawn from the endpoint of the
posterior tibial rim to the deepest point of the joint
to form a triangle. The angle of this triangle was
measured by the AutoCAD® program (Autodesk Inc.,
Mill Valley, California, USA) and accepted as the
angle of inclination of the posterior tibial tubercle
(Figure 2). All measurements were performed twice
by the same investigator (senior author) and the
mean of the measurements was used for the final
analysis.
Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS
Statistics Base v.23 for Windows. Continuous
variables were presented as mean ± standard
deviation, median, and range. The KolmogorovSmirnov test was used to determine whether the
data were distributed normally. Comparative
analysis of two independent groups (female and
male tibias) was performed using the Student's
t-test. A value of p<0.05 was accepted as statistically
significant.

FIGURE 1. Enface photograph of distal tibial joint surface.
Widest part of distal tibial surface on anteroposterior axis
(red line). Blue line represents mediolateral length of joint
surface. Intersection of blue and red line was center of joint
(asterix).

FIGURE 2. Depth (d) of joint was measured from center
point to deepest joint surface (yellow line). An imaginary line
(blue line) was drawn from endpoint of posterior tibial rim to
deepest point of joint to form a triangle. Angle of this triangle
(a) was accepted as angle of inclination of posterior tibial
tubercle.

AP: Anteroposterior; C: Center; ML: Mediolateral.

AP: Anteroposterior.
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Table I
Summary of all measurements
All group (n=100)

Male (n=50)

Female (n=50)

Mean±SD

Mean±SD

Mean±SD

p

Anteroposterior length (mm)

36.8±3.4

38.3±3.1

35.3±3.2

<0.001

Mediolateral length (mm)

43.7±3.6

44.8±3.5

42.7±3.4

0.003

Joint depth (mm)

5.4±0.7

6.1±o.3

4.7±0.3

<0.001

PM Inclination angle, (degrees)

16.7±1.9

18.0±1.5

15.4±1.3

<0.001

SD: Standard deviation; PM: Posterior malleolar.

RESULTS
Anteroposterior width of the male tibia
(38.3±3.1 mm) was wider than female tibia
(35.3±3.2 mm) (p:<0.001). Mediolateral length of
the male tibia (44.8±3.5 mm) was longer than
female tibia (42.7±3.4 mm) (p:0.003). Male tibial
joint (6.1±0.3 mm) was deeper than female tibial
joint (4.7±0.3 mm) (p:<0.001). The PM inclination
angle was higher in male (18.0±1.5°) anterosuperior
(AS) direction than female (15.4±1.3°) AS direction
(p:<0.001). The summary of all measured data
is presented in Table I. Post-hoc power analysis
revealed 86.1% power for the presented data.

DISCUSSION
In the current literature, many studies advocate
anatomical reduction and fixation of PM fractures.[5-9]
However, very few sources provide information about
how the surgical technique should be performed,
and, to our knowledge, none of them provides details

(a)

(b)

Male:
6.1±0.3 mm
Female: 4.7±3.4 mm

Male:
18.0±1.5° mm
Female: 15.4±1.3° mm

FIGURE 3. (a) Parallel screw placement to joint surface.
Screw insertion point should be located 6 mm and 5 mm
superior to the distal edge of the posterior malleolar rim
in males and females, respectively. (b) Distal screw
placement. Screw should be inserted in at least 18° and 15°
anterosuperior direction for males and females, respectively.

about the place and the direction of the most distal
screws to prevent tibiotalar joint penetration.[12]
This study aimed to determine the anatomic
safe place for the screws during the fixation of PM
fractures. Results of the study showed that if a screw
placement parallel to the joint surface is desired, the
screw insertion should be located 6 mm and 5 mm
superior to the distal edge of the PM rim in males
and females, respectively. And when more distal
screw is required, the screw should be inserted in at
least 18° and 15° AS direction for males and females,
respectively (Figure 3).
The presented data and this practical information
are useful and essential for the fixation of PM
fractures. Although fixation is usually performed
under fluoroscopic monitoring, the number of shots
taken during surgery can be reduced, and the duration
of operation can be shortened. In the operating
theaters without fluoroscopy, screw penetration of
the joint, which is a significant complication, can be
prevented. Furthermore, the data presented here are
important for the implant designs for this anatomic
region, particularly PM plates.
There are some strengths and limitations of this
study. The strengths are: (i) both male and female
sexes were studied separately to understand the
differences between sexes; (ii) all measurements were
repeated twice by the same person, and the mean
of two measurements was used to minimize the
errors; and (iii) angle measurements were calculated
mathematically by a computer program. The most
important limitation of the study is that the study
was conducted on the Turkish population. Therefore,
the data may not reflect other communities due to
possible ethnic variance.
In conclusion, to our knowledge, this is the first
study that examined the articular depth of concave
distal tibial joint surface and the posterior inclination
angle of the PM tubercle. Parallel oriented screws
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should be inserted at least 6 mm and 5 mm above the
PM rim in males and females, respectively. If a more
distal screw is required, the screw should be inserted
in at least 18° and 15° AS direction for males and
females, respectively.
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